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i recently spoke with cheung, a researcher and pediatric neurologist who is a member of the national
academy of medicine, to learn why she believes that an effort akin to the human genome project but
focused on rna would greatly enhance biomedical research. cheung discussed why rna modifications,

some of which are influenced by environmental exposures, represent a missing link in our
understanding of genetic variation and the origins of disease. vivian: when i start in university i have

to move to manitoba, with my brother, and i have no friends, nobody over there. but my brother
already has a bunch of friends and roommates and they are all in engineering. so basically i don't

even need to think, it's almost like engineering is the only faculty that's open in that university, i had
no other thoughts or never really think about anything else. it's just naturally just get into that and
the next question is, which discipline do you want computer, mechanical and all that. i never think
about whether that's going to be any issues or anything that i have to overcome for that field, just

because it's less female students there. until of course when i first started, day one and i find out the
challenge already that they only have one female washrooms in the first floor and then one female
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vivian: i had been doing some research on how the brain
develops and what triggers diseases in the brain. i was
working in pediatrics, so i was thinking about how we

could look at the brain of a newborn and how we could
look at their brain later in life and track the changes that
might occur, and then it just evolved from there. vivian:
yes, because it's interesting to me that i can manipulate,
like people can manipulate things or they can manipulate

things to make it look good, like you know, if you can
make a person’s teeth look beautiful, then you're able to
make that person feel beautiful or you are able to make

that person feel good about themself or to be able to
smile and be happy, right? vivian: it's so much more than

just a dentist, like i think it's so much more than that.
because even when you're just doing cosmetic stuff,

you’re actually trying to take care of the person, you're
actually trying to take care of them, and it's just so much
more than just a dentist. so i love it, and i'm going to go

and do the cosmetic stuff. dr. cheung is an hhmi
investigator, and a professor of pediatric neurology, and

human genetics at the university of michigan. she
received her undergraduate degree from ucla and her

medical degree from tufts university. she was a pediatric
resident at ucla, and a neurology fellow at the childrens
hospital of philadelphia. dr. cheungs laboratory studies

genetic variation in gene regulation. she and the late dr.
richard spielman showed that expression levels of human
genes can be studied as quantitative traits. this enabled
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mapping of gene regulators without a priori knowledge of
the underlying mechanisms, and facilitated the

identification of regulatory variants that affect disease
susceptibility. more recently, it has led her group to a
surprising finding of differences between rna and its
corresponding dna sequences beyond the known rna

editing mechanisms. they found all 12 types of rna-dna
sequence differences (rdds), and showed that rdd is
conserved from yeast to human and linked to r-loop.

similar to alternate splicing, rdd allows a dna sequence
to form two or more transcripts. cheung is a recipient of

the curt stern award from the american society of human
genetics. she is a member of the national academy of
medicine. cheung wasthe 2016-2017 president of the
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